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1. Introduction

This chapter presents work on the use of an artificial intelligence technique to cluster
stratified samples of container terminals derived from Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA).
This technique is Kohonen’s self-organizing map (SOM; (Kohonen, 1995)). Data envelopment
analysis measures the relative efficiency of comparable entities called Decision Making Units
(DMUs) essentially performing the same task using similar multiple inputs to produce similar
multiple outputs ((Charnes et al., 1978)). The purpose of DEA is to empirically estimate
the so-called efficient frontier based on the set of available DMUs. DEA provides the user
with information about the efficient and inefficient units, as well as the efficiency scores and
reference sets for inefficient units. The results of the DEA analysis, especially the efficiency
scores, are used in practical applications as performance indicators.
There are many problems associated with applying the DEA in some applications. One
problem is that the improvement projection for inefficient units in DEA analysis is concrete
relative to its efficiency score. This means, in DEA, relative performance of any DMU can be
contrasted only to the efficient DMUs that register unit efficiency score. There is no influence
on the performance of efficient DMUs by presence or absence of inefficient DMUs. Therefore,
the classical DEA does not actually provide a direct means to rank DMUs based on their
relative degrees of efficiency or inefficiency ((Sharma & Yu, 2010)).
The second problem is that the DEA models assume that all DMUs are homogenous and
identical in their operations ((Seiford, 1994)). Since various applications have heterogeneous
DMUs and there is a high request to evaluate these applications under the DEA due to its
acceptance as a performance measurement in different kind of business, we have to modify
the DEA to work with these applications. If the heterogeneous DMUs are assessed by
DEA without any modifications, the DEA yields a biased performance scores and inaccurate
analyses. For example, the resources (land, equipment, and labor) of container terminals
varies across the world, which requires to be evaluated in term of its common input
characterstics. An essential requirement in analyzing these container terminals is to build
a fair referencing system for each container terminal to manage and provide a solid plan that
improves all inefficient terminals and supports all efficient terminals. This system can not
be assessed under the standard DEA due to the non-homogenous nature of these container
terminals in terms of their operations, different standards of equipments, infrastructure, and
variety in quay length and area size. These factors will yield unfair benchmarking evaluation
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2 Self Organizing Maps, New Achievements

if we apply the standard DEA. In order to conform to the homogeneity assumption, we use
learning network clustering (SOM) procedure to minimize total dissimilarity. Nor is the
SOM approach the only neural network approach which could be used, however, we find
the Kohonen approach to be highly effective method.

2. Algorithm

The DEA tools which are necessary to appreciate the method are described in detail in
((Cooper et al., 2004);(Sharma & Yu, 2010)). There it is demonstrated how one can use
these tools to measure efficiency and stratify samples for relative attractiveness to identify
competitors with level wise target improvement. Here in this chapter, a new algorithm is
provided to perform the DEA computation in non-homogenous DMUs by introducing the
SOM-based DEA technique. In the proposed method, some of the non-homogenous DMUs
are classified into seperate groups for appropriate benchmarking. Clustering stratified DMUs
obtained from DEA using SOM is divided into two steps. The first step is to train the SOM
against the DMUs as a training data set. The second one is to map input DMUs to output
DMU clusters. The algorithm in the subsequent subsection achieves this objective.

2.1 SOM-based DEA

Assume there are n DMUs, each with m inputs and s outputs. We define the set of all DMUs
as J1, J1 = DMUj, j = 1, ...,n and the set of efficient DMUs in J1 as E1. Then the sequences of J1

and E1are defined interactively as Jl+1 = Jl − El where El = DMUp ∈ Jl |φl
p = l, and φl

p is the
optimal value to the following linear programming problem:

maxλi ,φφl
p = φ (1)

s.t. ∑
i∈F(Jl)

λixji − xjp ≤ 0∀j (2)

∑
i∈F(Jl)

λiyki − φykp ≥ 0∀k (3)

λi ≥ 0, i ∈ F(Jl) (4)

where k = 1 to s, j = 1 to m, i = 1 to n, yki = amount of output k produced by DMUi∗ ; xjp

= input vector of DMUp, xji = amount of input j utilized by DMUi; ykp = output vector of

DMUp. i ∈ F(Jl) in other words DMUi ∈ Jl , i.e. F(.) represents the correspondence from a
DMU set to the corresponding subscript index set.
The following algorithm accomplishes subsequent stratum.
Step 1: Set l = 1. Evaluate the entire set of DMUs, Jl , to obtain the set, E1, of first-level frontier
DMUs (which is equivalent to classical CCR DEA model), i.e. when l = 1, the procedure runs
a complete envelopment model on all n DMUs and E1 consists of all of the DMUs on the
resulting overall best-practice efficient frontier.
Step 2: Exclude the frontier DMUs from future DEA runs and set Jl+1 = Jl − El

Step 3: If Jl+1 = 3El+l , then stop. Otherwise, evaluate the remaining subset of inefficient
DMUs, Jl+1, to obtain the new best-practice frontier El+1.
Stopping Rule: The algorithm stops when Jl+1 = 3El+l .
The training data is a set of all DMUs, without output variables but includes the class each
DMU belongs to, J = {DMU1, DUM2, ..., DMUn} of already classified samples. Each sample
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Self-Organizing Maps Infusion with Data Envelopment Analysis 3

DMUj = {x1, x2, ..., xm} is a vector where x1, x2, ..., xm represent input variables of the sample.
The training data is augmented with a vector C = {E1, E2, ..., El+1} where E1, E2, ..., El+1

represent the class each sample belongs to. The SOM uses a set of neurons, often arranged
in a 2D rectangular or hexagonal grid, to form a discrete topological mapping of an input
space, X ∈ ℜn. At the start of the learning, all the weights {wr1,wr2, ...,wrm} are initialised to
small random numbers. wri is the weight vector associated to neuron i and is a vector of the
same dimension, n, of the input. m is the total number of neurons. ri is the location vector of
neuron i on the grid. Then the algorithm repeats the following steps.

– At each time t, present an input, x(t), select the winner,

v(t) = argmin
k∈Ω

‖X(t)− Wk(t)‖ (5)

– Updating the weight of winners and its neighbours,

∆Wk(t) = α(tη(v,k, t)) [X(t)− Wv(t)] (6)

– Repeat until the map converges,

where η(v,k, t) is the neighborhood function and Ω is the set of neuron indexes.

3. Application

The proposed SOM-based DEA algorithm was applied to container port industry. Data
was collected for 70 container terminals from relevant data sources like Containerization
International Year Book, The Drewry Annual Container Market Review and Forecast and specific
field studies of container port. The input and output data were selected from a comprehensive
set of literature review ((Hayuth & Roll, 1993);(Park & De, 1993); (Tongzon, 2001);(Barros &
Athanassiou, 2004)). The statistics related to the sample are shown in table 1.
Inputs and outputs used in DEA must be measurable, but they need not be measured in
the same units. The number of variables used in the DEA formula has direct effect on any
particular piece of data. (Szezepura et al., 1992) argue that the number of variables should be
limited to the maximum extent. In general, the number of test units should be considerably
greater than the total number of variables.
A number of container terminals constitute a container port. For one to one comparison (Song
& Cullinane, 2003) we have investigated container terminals selected from underdeveloped
to transition economies to developed economies that include large, medium and small
container terminals. The following features/measures are chosen as inputs: (1) quay length
(meters); (2) terminal area (sq. meters); (3) quay cranes (number); (4) transfer cranes
(number); (5) reach stackers (number) and (6) straddle carriers (number). On the other hand,
container throughput (TEU)1 is the most appropriate and analytically tractable indicator of
the effectiveness of the production of a port. Almost all previous studies treat it as an output
variable, because it closely relates to the need for cargo-related facilities and services and is the
primary basis upon which container ports are compared, especially in assessing their relative
size, or activity levels. Therefore, throughput is chosen as an output variable.

1TEU is the abbreviation for Twenty feet Equivalent Unit, referring to the most standard size for a
container of 20 ft in length.
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4 Self Organizing Maps, New Achievements

Throughput QC TC SC RSC QL TA

Mean 882143.414 9 14.185 12.985 80.51 1105.042 517876.1
Std. error 98748.9083 0.666 2.084 2.951 0.852 82.505 48321.5
Median 573,049 8 9 0 7 927.5 350,000
Mode N/A 6 0 0 2 600 300,000
Std. deviation 826192.642 5.579 17.442 24.692 7.172 690.286 404286.9
Sample variance 6.082*1011 31.130 304.24 609.72 51.441 476495.52 1.63*10
Kurtosis 4.269 1.304 5.114 2.222 2.426 4.064 0.931
Skewness 1.960 1.249 2.004 1.846 1.314 1.800 1.265
Range 3,901,632 24 90 94 36 3646 1,648,000
Minimum 98,368 2 0 0 0 300 20,000
Maximum 4,000,000 26 90 94 36 3946 1,668,000
Sum 61,750,039 630 993 909 596 77,353 36,251,334
Count 70 70 70 70 70 70 70
Confidence level
(95%)

196998.679 1.330 4.159 5.887 1.710 164.59 96398.82

QC:Quay Cranes;TC:Transfer Cranes; SC:Straddle Carrier;RSC:Reach Stacker;QL:Quay
Length;TA:Terminal Area

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of container terminal data

The input variable quay crane is a vital piece of equipment in the production process where it
transfers the cargo from a container shipping line across a quay to the shore. This production
process fundamentally decides the efficiency of a port, and is vital to its competitive position.
As a storage area, the container terminalarea acts as a buffer between sea and inland
transportation or transshipment. The size of a ship is very frequently thousands of times
the size of the land vehicles that carry the cargo to and from the port. As such, the use of such
storage space is normally inevitable. The main pieces of equipment used within a terminal
area are the transfer cranes, reach stackers and straddle carriers. (Dowd & Leschine, 1978)
argue that the production of a container terminal depends on the efficient use of labor, land
and equipment. The measurement of terminal production, therefore, is a means of quantifying
efficiency in the utilization of these three resources. Given the characteristics of container port
production, the total quay length and the terminal area are the most suitable proxies for the
land factor input and the number of quay cranes, the number of transfer cranes, the number
of reach stackers and the number of straddle carriers are the most suitable proxies for the
equipment factor input. Measures of these variables should be incorporated into the models
as input variables
Usually traditional DEA method if employed to obtain efficiency measure for 70 container
terminals, would give 18 efficient container terminals with unit score and 52 inefficient
terminals with scores < 1. All these inefficient terminals are projected to the 18 efficient
terminals for reference irrespective of their differences in efficiency scores. For example,
a container terminal with a score of 0.07 is projected to the frontier. It is difficult for
this inefficient container terminal to improve its performance by benchmarking a container
terminal on the frontier due to huge performance gap along with the differences in their
input characteristics. Therefore, it is important to have attainable benchmark target for
improvement keeping in view the homogeneity assumption. The partitioning analysis is
useful to provide an appropriate benchmark target for poor performers. By using the
SOM-based DEA algorithm described in sub-section 3.1, we obtained five levels of efficient
frontiers and four clusters. The efficient frontiers are as follows:
E1 =

{

DMUj|j = 19;20;29;34;36;39;41;42;45;46;53;54;57;59;60;63;67;69
}
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(a) Two-dimensional Kohonen network

Cluster 1

30, 34, 50, 51, 

52, 53,60, 63, 68

Cluster 4

9, 20, 41, 46, 48,

54, 55, 59, 61

Cluster 2

1, 2, 3, 4, 

5, 6, 10, 12

15, 21, 31, 44, 64

Cluster 3

7, 8, 11, 13, 14, 16,

17, 18, 19, 22, 23, 24,

25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 32, 

33,35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 

40,42, 43, 45, 47, 49, 

56,57, 58, 62, 65, 66, 

67, 69, 70

(b) Final clustering of container terminal data

Fig. 1. (a) shows the flattening of a two-dimensional Kohonen network in a quadratic input
space. The four diagrams display the state of the network after 100, 1000, 5000, and 10000
iterations.(b) Four clusters of container terminal data at the final state of 1000 iterations.

E2 =
{

DMUj|j = 4;5;8;12;13;15;16;18;26;31;32;35;40;44;47;48;51;58;61;65;66;70
}

E3 =
{

DMUj|j = 1;2;7;10;11;17;28;30;37;38;52
}

E4 =
{

DMUj|j = 3;9;23;27;43;50;55;62
}

E5 =
{

DMUj|j = 6;14;21;22;24;25;33;49;56;64;68
}

The proposed SOM-based DEA algorithm produced five stratum of DMUs based on their
efficiency level and four clusters as shown in figure 1(b) based on their input traits. Figure 1(a)
shows the flattening of a two-dimensional Kohonen network in a quadratic input space. The
four diagrams display the state of the network after 100, 1000, 5000, and 10000 iterations.After
organizing the DMUs based on our proposed procedure, the projection of inefficient terminals
were determined. The inefficient DMUs in the lowest stratum i.e. E5 benchmarks their
immediate upper stratum with similar input features. Same is the case with the DMUs in
E4, E3, and E2 belonging to separate clusters.
The application of the model reveals some interesting insight for improving poorly
performing terminals. For example, let us consider DMUs 6, 21, 14, and 22 of E5. DMUs 6
and 21 falls in cluster 2 whereas DMUs 14, and 22 are in cluster 3. Traditional DEA techinique
will refer these inefficient terminals to the efficient frontier of 1 irrespective of difference in
the efficiency scores. E.g., DMU 6 gets an efficiency score of 0.07 and for improvement, this
particular DMU is referred to DMU 9 with efficiency score 1. However, DMU 6 varies from
DMU 9 in various aspects of resource mix. Referring to DMU 9 for improvement is unrealistic
due to the presence of heterogeneity in their input traits. Using SOM-based DEA technique,
DMU 6 is referred to DMU 3 in efficient stratum E4 with similar input mix (they belong to
cluster 2). In the same way DMU 21 in E5 is also referred to DMU 3 in E4 as it falls in cluster 2.
Whereas DMUs 14 and 22 of E5 is referred to DMUs 23, 27, 43, and 62 of E4 as they belong to
cluster 3. Thus SOM-based DEA algorithm significantly enhances the capability of traditional
DEA tool in prescribing realistic reference points for inefficient DMUs which otherwise is not
possible with traditional DEA alone.
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6 Self Organizing Maps, New Achievements

4. Conclusion

The benchmarking and improvement projection using the conventional DEA procedure is
not desirable because the inefficient DMUs are projected to the efficient frontier ignoring
the differences in the efficiency score and input traits. Upon analysis it was found that the
efficiency score of DMUs ranged from 4.75% to 100% out of which 18 container terminals are
found to be efficient with a score of 1. The 57 inefficient terminals had to refer these limited
efficient terminals for improvement. In general, the benchmarking is done to improve the
performance of DMUs. But a DMU with low score of 4.75% cannot make direct improvement
projections to DMU of score 100%, it needs a DMU with reasonably equivalent characteristics
and capacity for benchmarking and improvement.
In this chapter we remedied this limitation of conventional DEA by our proposed SOM-based
DEA algorithm. Using the proposed algorithm we could organize the inefficient units into
multiple efficient stratum (E2 = 22, E3 = 11, E4 = 8, E5 = 11) thereby providing a level-wise
improvement path for poor performing DMUs and also context for evaluation with 4 clusters
that conform to the homogeneity assumption, thereby minimizing total dissimilarity in the
benchmarking procedure.
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